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a b s t r a c t
One-sided exact categories appear naturally as instances of Grothendieck pretopologies.
In an additive setting they are given by considering the one-sided part of Keller’s axioms
defining Quillen’s exact categories. We study one-sided exact additive categories and a
stronger version defined by adding the one-sided part of Quillen’s ‘‘obscure axiom’’. We
show that some homological results, such as the Short Five Lemma and the 3× 3 Lemma,
can be proved in our context. We also note that the derived category of a one-sided exact
additive category can be constructed.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The framework of exact categories has naturally appeared in order to develop homological algebra in a categorical setting
more general than that of an abelian category. Several notions of exact categories have been defined in the literature, for
instance, by Barr [2], Heller [6], Quillen [13] (simplified by Keller [8]), or Yoneda [21], to mention only some of the most
representative ones. Their importance was underlined by the broad range of applications in algebraic geometry, algebraic
and functional analysis, algebraic K -theory etc. Several recent papers give rather exhaustive accounts on exact categories
in the sense of Quillen–Keller, defined by means of a distinguished class of kernel–cokernel pairs, called conflations, e.g. [4]
or [5]. Also, these exact categories have been recently shown to provide a suitable setting for developing an approximation
theory [18].
During the last decade the natural occurrence of one-sided exact categories has become apparent in connection with
the notion of Grothendieck pretopology in the sense of [1, Exposé II, Definition 1.3]. Such a pretopology in an arbitrary
categoryC is given by assigning to each object U ofC a family of arrows ending in U , called coverings of U , satisfying certain
axioms. Rosenberg [15] has recently introduced arbitrary right exact categories, whose axioms mean that a distinguished
class of strict epimorphisms yields the coverings of a Grothendieck pretopology. He showed that right exact categories offer
a suitable framework for homological theories which could appear in non-commutative algebraic geometry, whereas left
exact categories (that is, categories whose opposite categories are right exact) give the possibility to develop amore general
version of K -theory. In an additive setting, Rump briefly considered left exact categories [17, Definition 4] defined bymeans
of a distinguished class of cokernels in connection with the problem of proving the existence of flat covers in non-abelian
categories. In particular, one-sided almost abelian (also termed quasi-abelian) categories in the sense of Rump [16] have a
natural structure of one-sided exact category given by the class of all kernel–cokernel pairs.
We shall consider here the context of an additive category, andwe shall define and study one-sided exact categories. Left
exact categories in our sense are given by means of a distinguished class of cokernels, called deflations, satisfying certain
axioms. Considering the deflations ending in an object U of a left exact category as the coverings of U , the axioms of a left
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exact category are nothing else than those of a Grothendieck pretopology. Unlike Rosenberg, we shall be mainly interested
in the context of additive categories, where more results can be obtained. We shall also study strongly one-sided exact
categories, which are defined by adding half of Quillen’s ‘‘obscure axiom’’ to the axioms of a one-sided exact category. It
turns out that many results on exact categories do not use this extra axiom, and we would like to emphasize this fact by
separating the two notions. Note that our strongly one-sided exact categories are nothing else than the one-sided version of
Quillen’s exact categories. Some of our statementswill be similarwith those given for exact categories, as for instance results
proved in detail by Bühler [4], but several times our proofs will be different, since we shall use a reduced set of axioms. Let
us also note that our concept of strongly one-sided exact category generalizes Rump’s notion of one-sided exact category,
and coincides with it provided the category is weakly idempotent complete. We shall usually refer to (strongly) right exact
categories, but the dual results on (strongly) left exact categories hold as well.
The paper is organized as follows. After the preliminaries, we shall define (strongly) one-sided exact categories in
Section 3. In Section 4 we shall show how (strongly) one-sided structures may be transferred between categories. We shall
prove that strongly right exact structures are already exact for a large class of categories, namely for left quasi-abelian
categories, and in particular for abelian categories. On the other hand, we shall show that if C is a right quasi-abelian
category,D is a coreflective full subcategory of C, and E is the class of kernel–cokernel pairs in C with terms inD , thenD
is a right quasi-abelian category and E gives rise to a strongly right exact structure onD , which is exact if and only ifD is
left quasi-abelian. Explicit examples of strongly one-sided exact categories which are not exact will be presented. Section 5
will further develop the theory of right exact categories. We shall study how conflations behave with respect to direct sums
and we give several characterizations of pushouts in right exact categories. Also, we shall show that the Short Five Lemma
is true in right exact categories, generalizing the same result which was known to hold in right quasi-abelian categories
[16, Lemma 3]. Moreover, we shall prove the 3×3 Lemma in strongly right exact categories. In Section 6 we shall show that
weakly idempotent complete strongly right exact categories are right exact in the sense of Rump. Some further properties
on direct sumswill be given. In Section 7we shall show that the derived category of a right exact category can be constructed
similarly to the derived category of an exact category.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall some notions and results that will be used throughout the paper.
The following two lemmas are straightforward. They are dual to [14, Theorem 5] and [19, Example 3, p. 93] respectively,
which hold in arbitrary categories.
Lemma 2.1. Let C be a category. Let i : A→ B and f : A→ A′ be morphisms in C such that i has a cokernel d : B→ C, and the
pushout of i and f exists. Then the pushout gives rise to the commutative diagram
A
f

i / B
g

d / C
A′
i′ / B′
d′ / C
in which d′ : B′ → C ′ is a cokernel of i′.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a category. Consider a commutative diagram
A
i / B
g

d / C
h

A
i′ / B′
d′ / C ′
in which d is an epimorphism and d′ : B′ → C ′ is a cokernel of i′. Then the right square is a pushout.
Definition 2.3. An additive category is called pre-abelian if it has kernels and cokernels. It is called right (left) quasi-abelian
or right (left) almost abelian [16,17] if it is pre-abelian and kernels (cokernels) are stable under pushouts (pullbacks), that is,
a pushout (pullback) of a kernel (cokernel) along an arbitrary morphism is a kernel (cokernel). It is called quasi-abelian if it
is left and right quasi-abelian.
Definition 2.4. Let C be a category and letD be a full subcategory of C. ThenD is called reflective (respectively coreflective)
if the inclusion functor i : D → C has a left (respectively right) adjoint.
Definition 2.5. Let A be a complete and cocomplete abelian category. Recall (e.g. from [19, Chapter VI, Section 1]) that a
preradical onA is a subfunctor of the identity functor onA. A preradical r onA is called a radical if r(A/r(A)) = 0 for every
object A ofA.
A full subcategory C ofA is called a pretorsion class if there is a preradical r onA such that C consists of the objects C of
Awith r(C) = C . Dually, C is called a pretorsion free class if there is a preradical r on A such that C consists of the objects C
ofAwith r(C) = 0.
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Note that any pretorsion class is closed under coproducts and quotients, whereas any pretorsion free class is closed under
products and subobjects. Pretorsion free (pretorsion) classes are in bijectionwith radicals (idempotent preradicals). Formore
details we refer to [19, Chapter VI]. Every pretorsion class in A with associated preradical r : A→ A is a coreflective full
subcategory ofA, and the right adjoint of the inclusion functor i : C → Ab is the functor r viewed as r : Ab → C. Dually,
every pretorsion free class inA is a reflective full subcategory ofA (see [19, Chapter X, Section 1]).
To set the terminology we recall the following well-known notions. A morphism s : A → B in a category C is called a
section if it has a left inverse, that is, there is a morphism r : B → A in C such that rs = 1A. A morphism r : B → A is called
a retraction if it has a right inverse, that is, there is a morphism s : A→ B in C such that rs = 1A.
Lemma 2.6 (e.g. [4]). The following are equivalent in an additive category:
(i) Every section has a cokernel.
(ii) Every retraction has a kernel.
Definition 2.7 ([4,12]). An additive categoryC is said to have split idempotents (or be idempotent complete) if for any object A
of C, any idempotent e = e2 ∈ End(A) has a kernel. Also, C is calledweakly idempotent complete if the equivalent conditions
of Lemma 2.6 hold.
Remark 2.8. (1) If C is an additive category with split idempotents, then C is weakly idempotent complete (e.g. see
[4, Remark 6.2]). The converse does not hold in general (see [4, Exercise 7.11]).
(2) Every additive category has an idempotent-splitting completion (see [12, p. 7]).
The next characterization of sections in weakly idempotent complete additive categories easily follows by
[4, Remark 7.4]. We sketch a proof since we shall use it in Proposition 6.1.
Lemma 2.9. Let C be a weakly idempotent complete additive category. Then a morphism s : A → B in C is a section if and only
if s is isomorphic to

1
0
 : A→ A⊕ C for some object C of C.
Proof. Assume first that s : A → B is a section in C. Then there is a morphism r : B → A such that rs = 1A. By Lemma 2.6
s has a cokernel, say p : B → C . Since (1B − sr)s = 0, there is a unique morphism v : C → B such that vp = 1B − sr . Then
pvp = p− psr = p, which implies pv = 1C . Also, rvp = r − rsr = 0, whence rv = 0, because p is an epimorphism. Now it
is easy to see that
 r
p
 : B → A⊕ C is an isomorphism with inverse [ s v ] : A⊕ C → B. Hence s : A → Bmay be identified
with

1
0
 : A→ A⊕ C . Similarly for the converse. 
3. Definition of one-sided exact categories
We introduce (strongly) one-sided exact categories by considering the one-sided part of Quillen–Keller’s axioms defining
exact categories.
Definition 3.1. By a right exact category we mean an additive category C endowed with a distinguished class of kernels,
which are called inflations and are denoted by, satisfying the following axioms:
[R0] The identity morphism 10 : 0→ 0 is an inflation.
[R1] The composition of any two inflations is again an inflation.
[R2] The pushout of any inflation along an arbitrary morphism exists and is again an inflation.
The pushout of an inflation i : A  B along A→ 0 yields its cokernel d : B→ C , which is called deflation and is denoted
by d : B  C . By [19, Proposition 3.4, Chapter IV], every inflation gives rise to a short exact sequence, that is, a kernel–
cokernel pair, A  B  C , which is called conflation. An additive category C is called left exact if its opposite category Cop is
right exact and it is called exact if it is both left and right exact.
In what follows we shall refer to right exact categories. Obviously, our results are dualizable for left exact categories.
Definition 3.2. Let C be a right exact category.
We find it convenient to consider a stronger form of axiom [R0], namely:
[R0∗] 0→ A is an inflation for every object A of C.
We say that C is strongly right exact if it satisfies the following axiom:
[R3] If i : A→ B and p : B→ C are morphisms in C such that i has a cokernel and pi is an inflation, then i is an inflation.
Remark 3.3. (1) Axiom [R3] is the right part of Quillen’s ‘‘obscure axiom’’. We point out that by Keller [8, Appendix A], a left
and right exact category in our sense coincides with that of an exact category in the sense of Quillen [13], that is, it satisfies
axiom [R3] and its dual [R3op]. Moreover, again by [8, Appendix A], an additive category is exact if and only if it satisfies [R0],
[R1], [R2] and [R2op].
(2) Rumpdefined a right exact category as an additive categoryC endowedwith a distinguished class of kernels satisfying
the above axioms [R0]–[R2] and axiom [R3] without asking that i has a cokernel [17, Definition 4]. Proposition 6.4 below
shows that a category is strongly right exact in our sense if and only if it is right exact in the sense of Rump, provided the
category is weakly idempotent complete.
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(3) A left exact categoryC in our sensemay be seen as an instance of a Grothendieck pretopology [1, Exposé II, Definition
1.3]. In general, this pretopology is given by assigning to each object U of a category C a family of arrows {Ui → U}, called
coverings of U , satisfying certain axioms. Considering the deflations ending in an object U of a left exact category as the
coverings of U , the axioms of a left exact category are nothing else than those of a Grothendieck pretopology.
(4) Rosenberg considered the context of not necessarily additive categories [15, 1.1]. The axioms of his right exact
categories mean that a distinguished class of strict epimorphisms yields the coverings of a Grothendieck pretopology (note
the left–right difference between Rosenberg’s terminology and ours).
(5) By the Gabriel–Quillen theorem (see [20]), every (small) exact category embeds into an abelian category. Similarly,
there is a Gabriel–Quillen type embedding theorem showing that for every (small) right exact category C there exists an
exact categoryC ′ and a fully faithful exact functor (in the sense that it preserves conflations) fromC toC ′ which is universal
[15, Proposition 2.6.1]. We shall not make use of this embedding for transferring properties from exact categories to one-
sided exact categories, preferring to give a clearer insight of one-sided categories through direct proofs from the axioms.
We have some immediate consequences of the axioms.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be a right exact category. Then:
(i) For each object A of C, the identity morphism 1A is an inflation.
(ii) Every isomorphism is an inflation.
(iii) If C is strongly right exact, then C satisfies axiom [R0∗].
Proof. (i) Dual to [8, Appendix A, Step 4].
(ii) See [4, Remark 2.3].
(iii) Since 1A : A→ A is a cokernel of 0→ A and 10 : 0→ 0 is the composition of 0→ A followed by A→ 0, the morphism
0→ A is an inflation by axioms [R0] and [R3]. 
Example 3.5. (1) In any additive category there is an exact structure whose conflations are the split exact sequences.
(2) In any right quasi-abelian category there is a strongly right exact structure whose conflations are the kernel–cokernel
pairs (e.g., see [16, Proposition 2 and Corollary 1]).
(3) It is easy to see that the class of all isomorphisms in an additive category gives rise to a right exact structure which in
general does not satisfy axiom [R0∗], and so it is not strongly right exact by Lemma 3.4.
We illustrate the relations between different types of categories, and (one-sided) exact categories respectively in the
following diagrams:
abelian

Quillen exact
vlll
lll
lll
lll
l
(RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
quasi-abelian

strongly left exact

strongly right exact

pre-abelian

left exact with [R0∗op]

right exact with [R0∗]

additive left exact right exact
4. Constructions of one-sided exact structures
An extension closed full subcategoryD of an additive exact categoryC inherits the exact structure given by all conflations
in C having terms inD [4, Lemma 10.20]. This is also a standard way of constructing new one-sided exact structures from
existent ones.
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a right exact category andD an extension closed full subcategory of C. Then the class of all conflations
in C having terms inD defines a right exact structure onD .
Proof. See [15, Proposition 2.4.2]. 
We continue with a result which shows how one-sided exact structures may be transferred between categories, and will
be useful for giving examples of one-sided exact structures which are not exact.
Proposition 4.2. LetC be a (strongly) right exact category,D a right quasi-abelian category, and L : D → C an additive functor
which preserves cokernels. Then there is an induced (strongly) right exact structure onD defined by the property that a kernel j
inD is an inflation if and only if L(j) is an inflation in C.
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Proof. We denote by [R0]–[R2] ([R0]–[R3]) the axioms of the (strongly) right exact category C. In order to show that the
category D is (strongly) right exact with respect to the defined structure, we check the corresponding axioms [R0′]–[R2′]
([R0′]–[R3′]).
[R0′] Consider the object 0 ofD . Then 10 is the kernel of the morphism 0 → 0 and L(10) = 1L(0) is an inflation in C by
Lemma 3.4, and so 10 is an inflation inD .
[R1′] Let j : K → M and j′ : M → N be two inflations in D . Then j′j is a kernel by [16, Proposition 2]. Also,
L(j) : L(K) → L(M) and L(j′) : L(M) → L(N) are inflations in C, and so L(j′j) = L(j′)L(j) is an inflation in C by [R1].
Hence j′j is an inflation inD .
[R2′] Let j : K → M and α : K → K ′ be morphisms inD with j an inflation. Let [ β j′ ] : M ⊕ K ′ → M ′ be the cokernel of
j
−α
 : K → M ⊕ K ′ inD . Then the left diagram
K
α

/
j
/ M
β

K ′
j′
/ M ′
L(K)
L(α)

/
L(j)
/ L(M)
L(β)

L(K ′)
L(j′)
/ L(M ′)
is a pushout inD . Since L preserves cokernels, it also preserves pushouts, hence the right diagram is a pushout in C. Then j′
is a kernel becauseD is right quasi-abelian. Also, L(j′) is an inflation in C by [R2]. Hence j′ is an inflation inD .
[R3′] Let j : K → M and p : M → N be morphisms inD such that j has a cokernel and pj is an inflation. Then j is a kernel
by [16, Proposition 2]. Also, L(j) : L(K)→ L(M) and L(p) : L(M)→ L(N) are morphisms in C such that L(j) has a cokernel
and L(p)L(j) = L(pj) is an inflation in C. Now [R3] implies that L(j) is an inflation in C, so j is an inflation inD . 
In what follows we shall present some situations when the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 and its dual hold. But first we
give the following result, which shows that strongly right exact structures are already exact for a large class of categories,
namely for left quasi-abelian categories, and in particular for abelian categories.
Proposition 4.3. If C is a left quasi-abelian category, then any strongly right exact structure on C is exact.
Proof. Assume that C is a left quasi-abelian strongly right exact category. We have recalled in Remark 3.3 that, in order to
prove that C is exact, it is enough to show [R2op]. So let d : B → C be a deflation with corresponding inflation i : A → B.
Consider the pullback of d along an arbitrary morphism h : C ′ → C . By the dual of Lemma 2.1, we have a commutative
diagram
A
i′ / B′
g

d′ / C ′
h

A
i / B
d / C
in which the right square is a pullback and i′ : A → B′ is a kernel of d′. Since i′ has a cokernel and i is an inflation, so is i′ by
[R3]. By Example 3.5(2), the class of all short exact sequences defines a left exact structure in the left quasi-abelian category
C, hence d′ is a cokernel. Now by [19, Proposition 3.4, Chapter IV] we must have d′ = Coker(i′), and so d′ is a deflation. 
Proposition 4.4. Let D be a right quasi-abelian full subcategory of a right quasi-abelian category C such that the inclusion
functor i : D → C preserves cokernels. Denote by E the class of short exact sequences in C with terms inD . Then E gives rise to
a strongly right exact structure onD , which is exact if and only ifD is left quasi-abelian.
Proof. We start with the strongly right exact structure on C given by all short exact sequences (see Example 3.5(2)). By
Proposition 4.2,D inherits fromC a strongly right exact structure with inflations the kernels f : A→ Bwith A and B objects
inD; thus the conflations inD are precisely the short exact sequences in the class E .
If the induced structure is also left exact, then cokernels in D are stable under pullbacks, that is, D is also left quasi-
abelian. Conversely, ifD is left quasi-abelian, then by Proposition 4.3, E induces an exact structure onD . 
Corollary 4.5. Let C be a right quasi-abelian category and letD be a coreflective full subcategory of C. Denote by E the class of
short exact sequences in C with terms inD . Then E gives rise to a strongly right exact structure onD , which is exact if and only
ifD is left quasi-abelian.
Proof. SinceD is a coreflective full subcategory of C, the inclusion functor i : D → C has a right adjoint, say b : C → D ,
and we have bi ∼= 1C . ThenD is pre-abelian (e.g., by dual results of [19, Chapter X, Section 1], which are also valid in our
context). More precisely, if g : B → C is a morphism in C with terms inD and kernel f : A → B in C, then the restriction
f ′ : b(A) → B of f to b(A) is the kernel of g in D . Also, the cokernels in D coincide with the cokernels in C. It is easy to
show that kernels are stable under pushouts inD . ThusD is right quasi-abelian. Since i preserves cokernels, the conclusion
follows now by Proposition 4.4. 
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Note that Corollary 4.5 has a dual that uses reflective subcategories. We now exhibit explicit examples of coreflective
and reflective subcategories which are strongly right or left exact, but not exact.
Example 4.6. Let Ab be the category of abelian groups and letH be the subgroup of the group of rational numbers generated
by the elements 1/p, where p varies in the set P of prime numbers. Consider the idempotent preradical r : Ab → Ab given
by the trace of H (recall that the trace of H in an abelian group G is the sum of all images of morphisms from H to G). Let C
be the pretorsion class corresponding to r , that is, the class of objects C of Ab such that r(C) = C .
We claim thatC admits a strongly right exact structure which is not left exact. Moreover, we shall show that the strongly
right exact structure may be quite far from being left exact; more precisely, none of the axioms [R1op], [R2op], [R3op] holds
for C.
First note that since C is a pretorsion class, it is a coreflective full subcategory of Ab. Then by Corollary 4.5 the
monomorphisms 0 → A → B in Ab with A and B in C give rise to a strongly right exact structure in C. A cokernel in C
is a deflation if and only if its kernel in Ab belongs to C. Let P be the set of all primes. Note that we have H/pnZ ∼= Z(pn)
for every p ∈ P and every non-zero natural number n. Then it follows that C contains all torsion groups (in the usual
sense) and all divisible groups. For every p ∈ P , let Z(p) and Z(p∞) denote the cyclic group of order p and the divisible
Prüfer p-group respectively. It easy to see that

p∈P Z(p)
p∈P Z(p)
is a divisible torsion free group, and that for every group G with
p∈P Z(p) ( G ≤

p∈P Z(p) we have r(G) =

p∈P Z(p). Note that it is enough that one checks this equality for
G =p∈P Z(p).
The canonical projection
π :

p∈P
Z(p∞)→

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p)
is a deflation, as well as the projection
ρ :

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p)
→

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p)
,
but the kernel of their composition is

p∈P Z(p), which is not an object of C. So [R1op] does not hold.
Let j : Q→

p∈P Z(p∞)
p∈P Z(p)
be the inclusion and consider the pullback of π along i in Ab, that is
0 /

p∈P
Z(p) / Y

/ Q /
j

0
0 /

p∈P
Z(p) /

p∈P
Z(p∞) π /

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p)
/ 0
We have r(Y ) =p∈P Z(p), and so
p∈P
Z(p)

0 / Q
j

p∈P
Z(p∞) π /

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p)
is a pullback in C. Note that the lower morphism is a deflation, but the upper morphism is not, so [R2op] does not hold.
Also, the deflation
[π 0] :

p∈P
Z(p∞)

Q→

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p)
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is the composition of the morphisms

p∈P
Z(p∞)⊕ Q

1 0
0 0

/

p∈P
Z(p∞)⊕ Q [π j] /

p∈P
Z(p∞)
p∈P
Z(p) ,
but [π j] is not a deflation. This shows that neither the axiom [R3op] holds.
Example 4.7. We adapt and use properties from [10]. Let I be the Isbell category, that is, the full subcategory of the category
Ab of abelian groups consisting of abelian groups having no element of order p2, for a fixed prime number p. I consists of
the abelian groups Gwhose p-primary subgroups are elementary groups.
We claim that I admits a strongly left exact structure which is not right exact and, similarly to Example 4.6, we shall
show that none of the axioms [R1]–[R3] holds for I.
Note that I is a pretorsion free class. In fact, let r : Ab → Ab be the preradical defined by r(G) = pGp, where Gp is the
p-primary subgroup of G. It is not difficult to see that r is a radical. As a pretorsion free class, I is a reflective full subcategory
of Ab. By the dual of Corollary 4.5, the epimorphisms B → C → 0 in Ab with B and C in I give rise to a strongly left exact
structure. Moreover, I is complete and cocomplete: limits in I are formed as in Ab, and colimits are the colimits G in Ab
factored by pGp.
We shall show that I is not right exact. Amorphism j in I is an inflation if and only if the cokernel of j in Ab is amorphism
in I. Now p : Z→ Z is an inflation in I, but its composition with itself is not an inflation in I. This shows that axiom [R1]
does not hold in I. Moreover, neither axiom [R2], nor axiom [R3] hold in I. Indeed, the square
Z
f

/
p
/ Z
f

Z(p) 0 / Z(p)
(with f ≠ 0 and Z(p) denoting Z/pZ) is a pushout and the upper morphism is an inflation, but the lower morphism is not
an inflation. Also, the inflation
 p
0
 : Z→ Z⊕ Z(p) is the composition of the morphisms  1 00 0  : Z⊕ Z(p)→ Z⊕ Z(p) and
[ pπ ] : Z→ Z⊕ Z(p) (where π : Z→ Z(p) denotes the canonical projection), but the latter is not an inflation.
5. Some homological lemmas
In this section we study how conflations behave with respect to direct sums and pushouts in right exact categories, and
we employ such properties for proving two important homological results, namely the Short Five Lemma and the 3 × 3
Lemma, in a (strongly) right exact category. Our results are inspired by the analogous statements in [4], but in general we
have to find new proofs, since we use only the one-sided part of the axioms defining an exact structure. For some results we
have to assume axiom [R0∗] or even [R3].
Lemma 5.1. Let C be a right exact category. Then the class of conflations is closed under isomorphisms and direct sums of short
exact sequences.
Proof. The first part follows immediately by [R2]. The second part is similar to [4, Proposition 2.9] using axiom [R1]. 
The next result is similar to a part of [4, Proposition 3.1].
Proposition 5.2. Let C be a right exact category. Every morphism (f , g, h) between two conflations A
i
 B
d
 C and
A′ i
′
 B′ d
′
 C ′ factors through some conflation A′  D  C
A
f

/ i / B
u

d / / C
A′ /
j
/ D
v

p
/ / C
h

A′ /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C ′
such that the upper left square and the lower right square of the diagram are pushouts.
Proof. As the proof of [4, Proposition 3.1] using axiom [R2] and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
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It is known that the Short Five Lemma (see below) holds in any right quasi-abelian category [16, Lemma 3], which has the
right exact structure given by all short exact sequences. Also, it holds in any exact category (see [4, Corollary 3.2]). We shall
generalize this homological lemma to an arbitrary right exact category. The argument used in the case of exact categories
cannot be transferred in our context. Our proof uses an idea from [14, Theorem 6].
Lemma 5.3 (Short Five Lemma). Let C be a right exact category. Consider a morphism (f , g, h)
A
f

/ i / B
g

d / / C
h

A′ /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C ′
between two conflations such that f and h are isomorphisms. Then so is g.
Proof. We claim first that g is an epimorphism. Indeed, if v : B′ → D is a morphism such that vg = 0, then vi′f = vgi = 0,
whence vi′ = 0. Then there is a uniquemorphismw : C ′ → D such thatwd′ = v. We havewhd = wd′g = vg = 0, whence
w = 0, and so v = 0. Thus g is an epimorphism.
Now consider the pushout of i′ and if −1 and use Lemma 2.1 to obtain the following commutative diagram:
A
f

/ i / B
g

d / / C
h

A′ /
i′ /
if−1

B′
d′ / /
g ′

C ′
B /
α / D
β
/ / C ′
Then α is an inflation by [R2] and β is its cokernel by Lemma 2.1, hence the last row is a conflation.We have (g ′g−α)if −1 =
g ′i′ff −1 − g ′i′ = 0, and so (g ′g − α)i = 0. Since d = Coker(i), there is a unique morphism γ : C → D such that
γ d = g ′g −α. Then βγ d = βg ′g −βα = d′g = hd, whence it follows that βγ h−1 = 1, because d is an epimorphism. Since
β(1D − γ h−1β) = 0 and α = Ker(β), there is a unique morphism δ : D→ B such that αδ = 1D − γ h−1β . This implies that
αδα = α and αδγ = 0, and so δα = 1B and δγ = 0, because α is a monomorphism. Now we have δg ′g = δγ d+ δα = 1B.
On the other hand, the equality gδg ′g = g implies that gδg ′ = 1B′ , because g is an epimorphism. This shows that g is an
isomorphism with inverse δg ′. 
Proposition 5.4. Let C be a right exact category. Consider the commutative square
A
f

/ i / B
g

A′ /
i′ / B′
where i and i′ are inflations. Then the square is a pushout if and only if it is part of a commutative diagram
A
f

/ i / B
g

d / / C
A′ /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C
where the rows are conflations.
Proof. Assume first that the square is a pushout. Then the existence of the required commutative diagram follows by
Lemma 2.1. Note that i′ is an inflation by [R2], and d′ is the cokernel of i′, so the second row is a conflation.
Suppose now that the square is part of a commutative diagram as above. By Proposition 5.2 one obtains a 3× 3 diagram
as in the same proposition with C ′ = C . Now by Lemma 5.3 (Short Five Lemma), g ′′ is an isomorphism, which implies the
conclusion. 
Proposition 5.5. Let C be a right exact category and consider a commutative diagram
A /
i / B
g

d / / C
h

/
j
/ D
f

p
/ / E
A /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C ′ /
j′
/ D′
p′
/ / E
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where A
i
 B
d
 C, A′ i
′
 B′ d
′
 C ′, C
j
 D
p
 E and C ′
j′
 D′
p′
 E are conflations. Then the short exact sequence
B
 g
jd

/ B′ ⊕ D [ j
′d′ −f ] / D′
is a conflation.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 5.4 the squares BCB′C ′ and CDC ′D′ are pushouts, whence it follows that the rectangle
BDB′D′ is also a pushout. This is equivalent to the fact that [ j′d′ −f ] is a cokernel of
 g
jd

.
Next let us show that the following commutative square is a pushout:
A
i

/ i
′
/ B′
1
0


B
 g
d

/ B′ ⊕ C
To this end, let u : B′ → E and v : B→ E be morphisms such that ui′ = vi. Since (v − ug)i = 0 and d = Coker(i), there is a
unique morphismw : C → E such thatwd = v− ug . Then it is easy to see that [ u w ] : B′⊕ C → E is the unique morphism
required for the pushout property of the previous square. It follows that
 g
d

is an inflation by [R2].
Since j is an inflation, so is

1 0
0 j
 : B′ ⊕ C → B′ ⊕ C ′ by Lemma 5.1. Then  gjd  =  1 00 j   gd  is an inflation by [R1]. Now
the conclusion follows. 
In order to complete Proposition 5.4 with other characterizations of pushouts we need now to assume axiom [R0∗].
Proposition 5.6. Let C be a right exact category satisfying also [R0∗]. For every objects A and B of C, the short exact sequence
A

1
0

/ A⊕ B [ 0 1 ] / B
is a conflation.
Proof. By assumption 0→ B is an inflation. The required sequence is the direct sum of two conflations, namely A  A  0
and 0 B  B, hence the result follows by Lemma 5.1. 
Proposition 5.7. Let C be a right exact category satisfying also [R0∗]. Consider the commutative square
A
f

/ i / B
g

A′ /
i′ / B′
where i and i′ are inflations. The following are equivalent:
(i) The square is a pushout.
(ii) The short exact sequence
A

i
f

/ B⊕ A′ [ g −i
′ ] / B′
is a conflation.
(iii) The square is both a pushout and a pullback.
Proof. Since we are assuming axiom [R0∗], the proof is the same as the proof of the equivalence of the first three conditions
in [4, Proposition 2.12]. 
Corollary 5.8. Let C be a right exact category satisfying also [R0∗], and let f : A→ B and f ′ : A→ C be morphisms in C with f
an inflation. Then

f
f ′

: A→ B⊕ C is an inflation.
Proof. Wemay consider the pushout of the inflation f and themorphism f ′. Then

f
f ′

is an inflation by Proposition 5.7. 
For the next results we need to assume axiom [R3].
Proposition 5.9. Let C be a strongly right exact category. Let A i→ B d→ C and A′ i′→ B′ d′→ C ′ be composable morphisms such
that A ⊕ A′ i⊕i′ B ⊕ B′ d⊕d′ C ⊕ C ′ is a conflation. Then the short exact sequences A i→ B d→ C and A′ i′→ B′ d′→ C ′ are also
conflations.
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Proof. See [4, Corollary 2.18]. 
Lemma 5.10. Let C be a strongly right exact category. Consider a morphism (f , g, h)
A
f

/ i / B
g

d / / C
h

A′ /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C ′
between two conflations such that f and h are inflations. Then so is g.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, the morphism (f , g, h) factors through some conflation A′  D  C
A
f

/ i / B
u

d / / C
A′ /
j
/ D
v

p
/ / C
h

A′ /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C ′
such that the upper left square is a pushout. Then u is an inflation by [R2].
Now we claim that v has a cokernel. More precisely, we prove that Coker(v) = h′d′, where h′ = Coker(h) : C ′ → C ′′.
Let c : B′ → E be a morphism such that cg ′′ = 0. The square DCB′C ′ is a pushout by Lemma 2.2. Hence there is a unique
morphism γ : C ′ → E such that γ d′ = c and γ h = 0. Since h′ = Coker(h), there is a unique morphism δ : C ′′ → E such
that δh′ = γ . Then δh′d′ = c , whence Coker(v) = h′d′.
By Proposition 5.5,

v
p

is an inflation. Since h is an inflation, so is

1 0
0 h
 : B′ ⊕ C → B′ ⊕ C ′ by Lemma 5.1. Note that
1
d′

v =  1 00 h   vp  is an inflation by [R1]. Since v has a cokernel, axiom [R3] shows that v must be an inflation.
Finally, g = vu is an inflation by [R1]. 
Nowwe are able to prove the 3× 3 Lemma in strongly right exact categories. Once again, the proof of the same result in
exact categories [4, Corollary 3.6] cannot be transferred to our setting.
Proposition 5.11 (3× 3 Lemma). Let C be a strongly right exact category and consider the following commutative diagram:
A
f

/ i / B
g

d / / C
h

A′
f ′

/ i
′
/ B′
g ′

d′ / / C ′
h′

A′′
i′′ / B′′
d′′ / C ′′
in which the columns and the first two rows are conflations. Then the third row is also a conflation.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2 the morphism (f , g, h) between the conflations A
i
 B
d
 C and A′ i
′
 B′ d
′
 C ′ factors through
some conflation A′  D  C
A
f

/ i / B
u

d / / C
A′ /
j
/ D
v

p
/ / C
h

A′ /
i′ / B′
d′ / / C ′
such that the upper left square and the lower right square of the diagram are pushouts. Then u is an inflation, and by
Lemma 5.10, v is also an inflation. Since f ′f = 0 = 0i, the pushout property of the square ABA′D yields the existence of
a unique morphism u′ : D→ A′′ such that u′j = f ′ and u′u = 0. By Lemma 2.1, u′ = Coker(u).
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Denote v′ = Coker(v). We claim that the following diagram is commutative:
B /
u / D
v

u′ / / A′′
i′′

B /
g
/ B′
v′

g ′
/ / B′′
d′′

C ′′ C ′′
We already have vu = g . The square DCB′C ′ is a pushout by Lemma 2.2, whence we have v′ = h′d′ = d′′g ′ by Lemma 2.1.
Furthermore, note that (i′′f ′)f = 0 = 0i. Then i′′u′, g ′v : D → B′′ are both solutions of the pushout problem for the square
ABA′D, because (i′′u′)j = i′′f ′, (i′′u′)u = 0, and also (g ′v)j = i′′f ′, (g ′v)u = 0. Hence we must have i′′u′ = g ′v. The square
DA′′B′B′′ is a pushout by Lemma 2.2. Then i′′ is an inflation by axiom [R2]. Finally, d′′ = Coker(i′′) by Lemma 2.1. Hence the
sequence A′′ i
′′→ B′′ d′′→ C ′′ is a conflation. 
Remark 5.12. The Snake Lemma also holds in a one-sided exact category by [15, Proposition C2.2].
6. Weakly idempotent complete right exact categories
First we shall use the characterization of sections in weakly idempotent complete categories from Lemma 2.9 to obtain
a generalization to right exact categories of a result known for exact categories (see [18, Lemma A.2]).
Proposition 6.1. Let C be a weakly idempotent complete right exact category and let f : A → B and g : B → C be morphisms
in C. Then [ g gf ] : B⊕ A→ C is a deflation if and only if g is a deflation.
Proof. Suppose that [ g gf ] : B⊕ A→ C is a deflation. Then the kernel [ ur ] : K → B⊕ A of [ g gf ] : B⊕ A→ C is an inflation.
Consider the isomorphism

1 f
0 1
 : B⊕ A→ B⊕ A and denote  u′r ′  =  1 f0 1  · [ ur ]. Then r ′ = r and we have an isomorphism
of short exact sequences
K /
[ ur ] / B⊕ A
1 f
0 1


[ g gf ]
/ / C
K / 
u′
r
 / B⊕ A
[ g 0 ]
/ / C
which implies that the lower sequence is a conflation by Lemma 5.1. The lower deflation is determined as being [ g 0 ] by the
commutativity of the right square. The composition of the morphisms [ g 0 ] : B ⊕ A → C and  01  : A → B ⊕ A is zero,
hence there is a unique morphism s : A → K such that  u′r  s =  01 . Since C is weakly idempotent complete, the section s
has a cokernel, say p : K → D. By the proof of Lemma 2.9, there is a unique morphism v : D → K such that vp = 1K − sr ,
and [ pr ] : K → D⊕ A is an isomorphism. We have u′vp = u′, because u′ − u′vp = u′sr = 0. Thus we obtain the following
commutative diagram:
K
[ pr ]

/

u′
r

/ B⊕ A [ g 0 ] / / C
D⊕ A
[ 1 0 ]

/

u′v 0
0 1

/ B⊕ A
[ 1 0 ]

[ g 0 ]
/ / C
D /
u′v
/ B g
/ / C
The second row is a conflation by Lemma 5.1. The lower left square is a pushout, and so u′v : D → B is an inflation by [R2].
Moreover, it may be completed by Proposition 5.4 to the above commutative diagram, where the lower row is a conflation.
The lower deflation is determined as being g by the commutativity of the lower right square.
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Conversely, suppose that g is a deflation. Then it has a kernel, say r : D → B, which is an inflation. Then we have the
following commutative diagram:
D
1
0


/ r / B
1
0


g
/ / C
D⊕ A / 
r 0
0 1
 / B⊕ A
[ g 0 ]
/ / C
This is because the left square is a pushout, and so

r 0
0 1
 : D⊕ A→ B⊕ A is an inflation by [R2]. Moreover, the square may
be completed by Proposition 5.4 to the above commutative diagram, where the lower row is a conflation. Then we have an
isomorphism of short exact sequences
D⊕ A /

r 0
0 1

/ B⊕ A
1 −f
0 1


[ g 0 ]
/ / C
D⊕ A /
r −f
0 1
 / B⊕ A
[ g gf ]
/ / C
in which the lower row is a conflation by Lemma 5.1. The lower deflation is determined as being [ g gf ] by the commutativity
of the right square. Hence [ g gf ] : B⊕ A→ C is a deflation. 
We continue with some characterizations of weak idempotent completeness of right exact categories satisfying [R0∗].
Lemma 6.2. Let C be a right exact category. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) C is weakly idempotent complete and satisfies [R0∗].
(ii) Every section is an inflation.
(iii) Every retraction is a deflation.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.9 the proof is the same as [4, Corollary 7.5]. 
Now we have the dual of Lemma 3.4(ii).
Corollary 6.3. Let C be a weakly idempotent complete right exact category satisfying also [R0∗]. Then every isomorphism is a
deflation.
We show now that in the case of weakly idempotent complete categories our notion of strongly one-sided exact category
reduces to the notion of one-sided exact category considered by Rump [17, Definition 4]. This amounts to the following
proposition.
Proposition 6.4. Let C be a strongly right exact category. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) C is weakly idempotent complete.
(ii) If i : A→ B and p : B→ C are morphisms in C such that pi is an inflation, then i is an inflation.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) By [R2], Lemma 2.6 and [R3] the proof is dual to that of [4, Proposition 7.6].
(ii)⇒ (i) Let s : A→ B be a section inC. Then there is r : B→ A such that rs = 1A. Since 1A is an inflation by Lemma 3.4,
so is s by hypothesis. Now C is weakly idempotent complete by Lemma 6.2. 
As a consequence, we have a partial converse of Corollary 5.8. It provides a generalization of the dual of [18, Lemma 4.2].
Corollary 6.5. Let C be a weakly idempotent complete strongly right exact category and let f : A → B and g : B → C be
morphisms in C. Then
 f
gf
 : A→ B⊕ C is an inflation if and only if f is an inflation.
Proof. Note that
 f
gf
 =  1g  f , and use Proposition 6.4 and Corollary 5.8. 
Let us point out that one cannot characterize weak idempotent completeness of strongly right exact categories by the
dual of condition (ii) in Proposition 6.4.
Example 6.6. Let C be the pretorsion class defined in Example 4.6. Then C has a strongly right, but not left, exact structure.
Moreover, C is a right quasi-abelian category, and consequently weakly idempotent complete. On the other hand, we have
seen that axiom [R3op] does not hold.
The Isbell category from Example 4.7 gives an example for the dual case of a strongly left exact category.
Under certain conditions, the class of conflations in a right exact category is closed under arbitrary direct sums (if they
do exist) of short exact sequences. In order to see that, we shall need the following notions.
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Definition 6.7. An object I of a right exact category C is called injective if for every inflation A  B, every morphism A→ I
extends to a morphism B → I . We say that C has enough injectives if for every object A of C there is an inflation i : A  I
with I an injective object.
Example 6.8. (1) Let C be a right quasi-abelian category with enough injectives and letD be a coreflective full subcategory
of C. Let b : C → D be the right adjoint of the inclusion i : D → C. For any object D of D one has an inflation D → I
inA for some injective object I of C. It is easy to see that b(I) is injective inD , and the induced morphism D → b(I) is an
inflation in D . Hence D has enough injectives. For instance, this applies to a pretorsion class in a Grothendieck category.
Note thatD might not have an exact structure (see Example 4.6).
(2) Let C be a finitely accessible additive category, that is, an additive category with direct limits such that the class of
finitely presented objects is skeletally small, and every object is a direct limit of finitely presented objects [12, p. 8]. Then
C has split idempotents [12, p. 22], and so it is weakly idempotent complete [4, Remark 6.2]. Via the Yoneda functor, C is
equivalent to the full subcategory F of flat objects in the categoryA = (fp(C)op,Ab) of all contravariant additive functors
from the full subcategory fp(C) of finitely presented objects of C to the category Ab of abelian groups, and the pure exact
sequences in C are those which become exact inA through the Yoneda embedding [12, Theorem 3.4]. Then F is extension
closed in the abelian category A, and so, the class of all pure exact sequences in C gives rise to an exact structure on C by
[4, Lemma 10.20]. The injective objects in this exact category are the pure-injective objects, and by [7, Theorem 6], for every
object A of C, there is a pure monomorphism A  I for some pure-injective object I of C. Hence C has enough injectives.
Note that C might not be pre-abelian (see [12, Corollary 3.7]).
We give now a generalization of [18, Proposition A.6], having a similar proof.
Proposition 6.9. Let C be a weakly idempotent complete strongly right exact category with enough injectives. Then:
(i) A morphism f : A → B is an inflation if and only if the map HomC(f , I) : HomC(B, I)→ HomC(A, I) is an epimorphism of
abelian groups for every injective object I of C.
(ii) If (Ak
ik Bk
dk Ck)k∈K is a family of conflations having a coproduct, then the short exact sequence
k∈K
Ak

k∈K
ik
/

k∈K
Bk

k∈K
dk
/

k∈K
Ck
is a conflation.
Proof. (i) The ‘‘only if’’ part is clear. Conversely, let i : A  I be an inflation in C with I an injective object. By hypothesis,
there is a morphism g : B → I such that gf = i. By Proposition 5.7,  fgf  =  fi  : A → B ⊕ I is an inflation. Finally, by
Corollary 5.8, f is an inflation.
(ii) Clearly,

k∈K dk :

k∈K Bk →

k∈K Ck is the cokernel of

k∈K ik. Hence it is enough to show that

k∈K ik is an
inflation. But this follows frompart (i), sinceHomC(−, I) takes coproducts inC into products of abelian groups, and products
of abelian groups are exact. 
7. Derived categories
The possibility to define a triangulated structure on the category of complexes over an exact category is illustrated in
Section 1.1.4 of the celebrated paper by Beilinson et al. [3]. This approach plays a prominent role in [3], since it allows to
consider the derived category of a filtered category, that is a category of objects admitting finite filtrations of objects in an
abelian category. The filtered category is not abelian in general, but it has a natural exact structure.
Other constructions of derived categories of exact categories are illustrated by Neeman [11], Keller [9], Bühler [4].
In this section we show that also the derived category of a right exact category can be constructed. The only new thing
to be checked here is that the mapping cone of a chain map between acyclic complexes stays acyclic.
Let us recall some needed terminology. ThroughoutCwill be an additive category. Denote by Ch(C) the additive category
of complexes and chain maps over C, and by K(C) the additive homotopy category whose objects are the objects of Ch(C)
andwhosemorphisms are homotopy classes ofmorphisms inCh(C). Recall also that themapping cone cone(f )of a chainmap
f : A→ B in Ch(C) is the complex whose n-th component is cone(f )n = An+1⊕ Bn and n-th differential is dnf =

−dn+1A 0
f n+1 dnB

.
Note that the mapping cone defines an endofunctor of Ch(C).
The concept of acyclic chain complex over a right exact category C can be introduced in the usual way [9].
Definition 7.1. Let C be a right exact category. A chain complex A over C is called acyclic if each differential dn−1A factors as
An−1
pn−1 " "E
EE
EE
EE
E
dn−1 / An
ZnA
= i
n−1
=||||||||
where in−1 is an inflation that is a kernel of dn and pn−1 is a deflation that is a cokernel of dn−2.
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Having prepared the needed properties in the previous sections, the following lemma may be proved similarly to
[4, Lemma 10.3]. We include a proof since we would like to point out precisely the places where we use our results for
right exact categories.
Lemma 7.2. Let C be a right exact category. Then the mapping cone of a chain map f : A → B between acyclic complexes over
C is acyclic.
Proof. It is easy to show that the morphisms gn and gn+1 in the following diagram
An−1
f n−1

pn−1A " "E
EE
EE
EE
E
dn−1A / An
f n

pnA " "E
EE
EE
EE
E
dnA / An+1
f n+1

ZnA
gn




>
inA
>||||||||
Zn+1A
gn+1




; i
n+1
A
;wwwwwwww
ZnB 
inB
 B
BB
BB
BB
B Z
n+1B#
in+1B
#G
GG
GG
GG
G
Bn−1
pn−1B
< <zzzzzzzz
dn−1B
/ Bn
pnB
< <zzzzzzzz
dnB
/ Bn+1
exist and they are the unique morphisms making the diagram commutative.
Starting with the morphism (gn, f n, gn+1) between the conflations ZnA
inA An
jnA Zn+1A and ZnB
inB Bn
jnB Zn+1B, one
uses Proposition 5.2 to obtain some object ZnC and a 3 × 3 commutative diagram in which the middle row is an induced
conflation ZnB
jn
 ZnC
qn
 Zn+1A. Then we have the following commutative diagram
An−1
f n−11

pn−1A # #F
FF
FF
FF
FF
dn−1A / An
f n1

pnA # #F
FF
FF
FF
FF
dnA / An+1
f n+11

ZnA
PO
gn

=
inA
=zzzzzzzz
Zn+1A
PO
gn+1

: i
n+1
A
:vvvvvvvvv
Zn−1C
PO
f n−12

qn−1
; ;xxxxxxxxx
ZnC
PO
f n2

qn
; ;xxxxxxxxx
Zn+1C
f n+12

ZnB !
inB
!D
DD
DD
DD
D
=
jn
=zzzzzzzz
Zn+1B$
in+1B
$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
: j
n+1
:vvvvvvvvv
Bn−1
pn−1B
; ;xxxxxxxxx
dn−1B
/ Bn
pnB
; ;xxxxxxxxx
dnB
/ Bn+1
in which we have each f n = f n2 f n1 and the quadrilaterals marked by PO are pushouts.
Now by Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 each sequence
ZnC /

−in+1A qn
f n2

/ An+1 ⊕ Bn

f n+11 jn+1pnB

/ / Zn+1C
is a conflation. We also have commutative diagrams
An ⊕ Bn−1

f n1 j
npn−1B

$ $J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
−dnA 0
f n dn−1B

/ An+1 ⊕ Bn
ZnC
:

−in+1A qn
f n2

:ttttttttt
It follows that the mapping cone of f is acyclic. 
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Let Ac(C) be the full subcategory of the homotopy category K(C) consisting of all acyclic complexes over a right exact
category C. Note that Ac(C) is a full additive subcategory of K(C), because Lemma 5.1 implies that the direct sum of two
acyclic complexes is acyclic. Moreover, Lemma 7.2 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 7.3. Let C be a right exact category. Then Ac(C) is a triangulated subcategory of K(C).
Analogously to the derived category of an exact category,wemay nowdefine the derived category of a right exact category
C as the Verdier quotient D(C) = K(C)/Ac(C) (see [9, Section 10, Section 11]).
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